The concept of “regulation” has inspired a significant body of research during the past forty years. An initial wave of studies analyzed the unprecedented post-World War II growth regimes in Western economies, in order to understand their structural crisis since the late 1960s. Since that time, the field has developed international systemic comparisons in order to explore alternatives. The success of the concept, witnessed both by its heuristic power and its key presence in major debates at that times, is undoubtedly due to its ability to combine various complementary approaches ranging from Kaleckian, Keynesian and Marxist to institutionalist and socio-economy methods and theories. This success also stems from shared concerns for the general interest, particularly the Keynesian emphasis on full employment.

To date, however, regulation theory has not taken full advantage of its competitive advantage, despite significant—if not widely known—developments and outcomes: beyond public macroeconomics, the field now encompasses new research areas such as sectorial analysis (finance, services, health, farming…) and regional economics, analysis of institutions and politics, and microeconomics. Clearly, this lack of prominence is at least partly due to three types of misunderstandings: 1. semantic, given the mainstream confusion with the customary American sense of ‘regulation’; 2. interpretative, by limiting the scope of the concept of regulation to Fordism, which is only one of its outcomes (i.e. a historical configuration of an accumulation regime and mode of regulation, in some countries and for a given period); and 3. conceptual, involving confusions between method, school, and theory.

Still, the resilience of mainstream economics—although grossly ignoring the many possibilities of market failures—remains puzzling given the current crisis. Therefore, from a more constructive perspective, the critical survey of the achievements of the regulation agenda is challenging, and calls for clarifying and strengthening relationships with concepts and issues (such as institution, convention, or governance) both within economics and in other social sciences.

The challenge is thus two-fold: empowering alternatives to mainstream economics, which actually fuels the current crisis; and addressing socio-economic structural changes and political demands for a more sustainable world that question the very conceptual foundations of economics. Shared by several contemporary approaches, these challenges should lead economists to develop new research projects and synergies within economics and with other social sciences. The organizers of the “Research & Regulation 2015 Conference” intend this occasion to be fully open to critical discussion and collaborative research projects.

### SCIENTIFIC ORIENTATION

**TOPICS.** All proposals are welcome, but the organizing committee especially encourages contributors to take positions on particularly pressing issues in times of crisis, whether to explore how to translate them into a scientific research program or to discuss their results.

---

1 In the case of France, see applied empirical long-term studies—the earliest ones being published in 1974-75—on the productive system (INSEE), capitalism and crisis (Aglietta), on regulation and inflation (CORDES report), etc.
What are the priorities in research development?
- What would be determining factors in shaping economic analysis over the next few years: demography, gender, modes of consumption, habitat…?
- Are ecological problems bound to be the very key factors in all future accumulation regimes? How far is degrowth conceivable and compatible with the logic of capitalism?
- Can scientific researchers tell which modes of regulation are within reach—beyond the question of their desirability or non-desirability?—Can they clarify the determining factors for such modes of regulation to be institutionalized?
- In times of short-termist finance domination, how can the long-term legitimacy of a political order be conceived of and implemented?—instead of being subject first to efficiency and financial outcomes?
- Which is the regulationist analysis of the increasing inequalities in nearly every country? Are they outcomes of common—or even global—mechanisms, or should inequality regimes be related to local modes of development?
- What does the future hold for supra-national organizations? Conversely, despite globalization, will the Nation-State continue to constitute the locus for enacting democratic principles? What can be learned from European integration?

The economist and the expert, science, polity and politics.
- Must researchers—or should they avoid to—assist political decision-makers, and who is entitled to rebuild relations between politics and economics? At what level must economists assess the inherent normativity of every scientific process? What biases induce the political preferences or the practical commitments of a researcher (in consultancy, finance, business)?
- To what extent can we infer a failing of polity from the tendency, in state decision-making processes, to turn to technical criteria and experts for assessing scientific research or social programs, to subjugate public funding to projects rather than to organizations—and from the international standardization of this way of public management—? on the contrary, to what extent can we argue for the empowerment of polity thanks to the rationalization of the state decision-making (social, industrial, research, monetary… policies)?
- What lessons can we draw from comparative analysis of public policies regarding research and the selection process for positions, budgets, etc., about how those policies impact the production of scientific knowledge?

Need and possibility for an integrated research? Is it possible to sort out a common research program from the different so-called “non-mainstream” approaches, beyond the specialization of individual fields and research areas? To what extent is this even desirable?

Is the epistemological status deceptive? What should the status of qualitative methods be in economics? What methodological requirements should there be? For example: even if the age of positivism has ended, can one avoid falsification as a motivating force of empirical research? What unity can or should be envisioned for comparative approaches in social science disciplines?

Which multidisciplinary strategies? Should economics be considered only as one of the many components of social sciences or should we seek a fully integrative social sciences paradigm? In view of the difficult dialogue between the social disciplines—law, political science, geography…—not to mention the increasing specialization that characterizes most sub-disciplines, how best to promote research strategies that enable appropriation of the knowledges produced in other disciplines and fields?
In addition to the historical and analytical analysis, to the institutionally situated rationality approach, to the testing and modeling of regularities implied by institutional forms, how can the field best incorporate new tools such as network analysis, which has proved relevant to analyze the emergence of norms, the formation of economic policy and even crisis and the evolution of contemporary financial systems?
EVENT ORGANIZATION

DATES. The Conference will be held in Paris (université Paris-Diderot) from June 10 to 12, 2015.

FORMATS. The topics addressed by contributions to the Research and Regulation 2015 Conference are not limited, but submitted papers must clearly set out how they are positioned: within epistemological or theoretical issues; conceptual or empirical; whether they present results, a survey or a programmatic approach.

The committee will also examine proposals that sum up state-of-the-art knowledge in specific areas, whether methodological or field-based. ²

The program of the Conference provides different discussion formats, in addition to PLENARY SESSIONS:

– RESEARCH WORKSHOPS:
  • «varia» workshops: will be thematically created (as either one session or a track) by the organizing committee with selected proposals which are not submitted to “planned” workshops (see below).
  • «planned» workshops: The scientific committee has already planned around thirty research workshops, selected from proposals (deadline closed since June 15) by one or several organizers in charge of the scientific program and organization. See the list and the specific calls for papers on the workshops page of our website.

– TRAINING WORKSHOP «MASTER CLASS» intended for doctoral students, but open to other participants (NB: free access but prior registration will be required).

NB: selected presentations will be proposed for publication in a variety of formats, such as peer-reviewed journals, books or proceedings; specifics will be provided by the organizers prior to the Conference.

SCHEDULE AND FORMAL REQUIREMENTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPOSALS AND FINAL PAPERS SCHEDULE</th>
<th>DUE DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper proposals</td>
<td>November 1, 2014.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 500 words + maximum 10 bibliographic references (languages: either French or English)</td>
<td>Response from scientific committee: December 15, 2014.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final versions of complete papers</td>
<td>April 30, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for both normal and special workshops)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 8,000 words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>except for “state of the art” papers that are limited to 2,500 words + maximum 15 bibliographic references</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONTACT US

Check on Recherche & Régulation website (www.theorie-regulation.org), or email us at rr2015@upmf-grenoble.fr.

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Pierre Alary (CLERSE, université Lille-I), Gilles Allaire (INRA), Nicole Azoulay (LADYSS, université Paris-Diderot), Bernard Billaudot (université Grenoble-Alpes), Robert Boyer (Institut des Amériques), Jean-Pierre Chanteau (CREG, université Grenoble-Alpes), Benjamin Coriat (CEPN, université Paris-Nord), Marie Coris

² Be aware that such state-of-the-art papers must follow formal constraints (see section “Event Organization” below).
(GREThA, université Bordeaux-IV), Jean-Paul Domin (REGARDS, université Reims Champagne-Ardenne), Pierre Labarthe (AgroParisTech), Agnès Labrousse (CRIISEA, université Picardie), Thomas Lamarche (LADYSS, université Paris-Diderot), Catherine Laurent (INRA), Jacques Mazier (CEPN, université Paris-Nord), Sandrine Michel (ART-Dev, université Montpellier-I), Martino Nieddu (REGARDS, université Reims Champagne-Ardenne), Pascal Petit (CNRS-CEPN), Bruno Théret (CNRS-IRISSO), Julien Vercueil (INALCO), Michel Vernières (université Paris-I), Franck-Dominique Vivien (REGARDS, université Reims Champagne-Ardenne), Olivier Weinstein (CEPN, université Paris-Nord).

**SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE**

Michel Aglietta (université Paris-Ouest), Bruno Amable (PSE, université Paris-I), Suzanne Berger (MIT Cambridge), Robert Boyer (Institut des Amériques), Isabelle Cassignes (université de Louvain), Lynne Chester (University of Sydney), Ève Chiapello (EHESS, CEMS), Charlie Dannreuther (University of Leeds), Giovanni Dosi (Santa Anna, Sienna), Gerald Epstein (University of Massachusetts), Olivier Favereau (université Paris-Ouest), Ève Fouilleux (CNRS-CIRAD Moisa), Marie-France Garcia-Parpet (INRA), Jean-Christophe Graz (Université Lausanne), Geoffrey Hodgson (Hertfordshire University), Jean-François Huchet (INALCO), Yasuo Inoue (Nagoya City University), Ahmet Insel (Galatasaray Universitesi), Florence Jany-Catrice (CLERSE, université Lille-I), Bob Jessop (Lancaster University), Emmanuel Lazega (CSO, Sciences-Po Paris), Julio César Neffa (universidad de La Plata, Argentina), André Orléan (CNRS-PSE), Mary O’Sullivan (université Genève), Pepita Ould-Ahmed (IRD), Stefano Palombarini (université Paris-8), Nicolas Postel (CLERSE, université Lille-I), Michael Reich (University of California), Andy Smith (FNSP-Centre Emile Durkheim), Richard Sobel (CLERSE, université Lille-I), Kathleen Thelen (MIT Cambridge), Bruno Théret (CNRS-IRISSO), Hiroyasu Uemura (Yokohama National University).
SUBMISSION GUIDE
THE REGULATION THEORY IN TIMES OF CRISIS
– RESEARCH & REGULATION 2015 CONFERENCE –
June 10-12, 2015 (Paris, Université Paris-Diderot)

ORGANIZATION REMINDER. The papers will be integrated in research workshops as follows:
• « varia » workshops: will be thematically created (as either one session or a track of sessions) by the organizing committee with selected proposals not submitted to “open” or “finalized” workshops (see below).
• « planned » workshops: The scientific committee has already planned around thirty research workshops, selected from proposals (deadline closed since June 15) by one or several organizers in charge of the scientific program and organization. See the list and the specific calls for papers on the workshops page of our website.

SCHEDULE AND FORMAL REQUIREMENTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPOSALS AND FINAL PAPERS SCHEDULE</th>
<th>DUE DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper proposals</td>
<td>November 1, 2014.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 500 words + maximum 10 bibliographic references</td>
<td>Response from scientific committee: December 15, 2014.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final versions of complete papers</td>
<td>April 30, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for both normal and special workshops)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximately 8,000 words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>except for “state of the art” papers that are limited to 2,500 words + maximum 15 bibliographic references</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONTACT US. Check on Recherche&Régulation website, or email us at rr2015@upmf-grenoble.fr.

SUBMITTING A PAPER

STEP 1. PAPER PRESENTATION PROPOSAL
To be considered, a paper proposal should be presented in a word-processing document that respects the following requirements:
First page:
— Paper title, professional status and contacts of the author (if co-authors, use boldface for the correspondent)
— Title of the specific workshop you submit to (if none, just indicate “varia workshop”).
Second page: Abstract in French and English (maximum 10 lines each, with 5 key words)
Third and fourth page:
— A summary presenting a detailed outline that addresses the following questions: What is the starting point? What is the key idea or argument? What is going to be demonstrated? Which scientific questioning and heuristic framework (and the theoretical or conceptual elements on which they are based)? What methodology is used? (when appropriate: what is the state of the art of which scientific issue?)
— A bibliography indicating the key references that will guide the author (10 maximum)

All proposals must be emailed to the organization (rr2015@upmf-grenoble.fr) and, as for the specific workshops, must also emailed to the workshop organizers (as indicated in their call for papers: to access the list of specific calls).
Proposals will be evaluated by the scientific committee according to the “double blind” procedure.

STEP 2. FULL PAPER OF A SELECTED PRESENTATION
The definitive text must be received according to the calendar above in a digital word-processing file (Arial 10pt, single line spacing; margins 2.5 cm).
First page:
— Paper title, professional status and contacts of the author (if co-authors, use boldface for the correspondent)
— Title of the specific workshop you submit to (if none, just indicate “varia workshop”).
Second page: Abstract in French and English (maximum 10 lines each, with 5 key words)
Text: maximum 8,000 words

Each paper will be evaluated for possible publication after the colloquium, in a peer-reviewed journal or edited volume.